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quality management, and shipping at
a large meat-processing company

Case study



Bell AG, headquartered in Basel, has grown 
steadily since its foundation in 1869 and, as the 
most important meat-processing company in 
Switzerland, it is one of the biggest companies 
in the food sector. Beyond its leading position in 
Switzerland, Bell is aiming at chances for growth 
in other European countries. Therefore, they have 

taken over the Polette 
Group in France and 
ZIMBO and Abraham 
in Germany. In order 
to remain agile during 
constant growth, Bell 
has recently begun to 

replace its heterogeneous IT environment with 
the intelligent SAP Business All-in-One industry 
solution sopro/MEAT_line. sopro/ MEAT_line was 
developed by noax’s partner softproviding ag, a 
internationally active software and IT consulting 
company, headquartered in Basel. The goal was 
to create a continuous ERP system that incor-
porates all relevant business processes. For the 
food processing industry, softproviding designed 
continuous solutions based on SAP. According to 
the principle ‘from farm to fork,’ the software 
supports all process levels. These food-specific 
expansions of the SAP standard also include a 
complete solution for production data acquisition 
integration as well as process data recording. In 
addition, softproviding supports its customers 
with training and exemplary after-sales service. 
The logical consequence of selecting a homogene-
ous software solution was the decision to replace 
the hardware. After an in-depth evaluation, Bell 
selected Industrial PCs from noax Technologies 
since softproviding offers these in the context 
of the companies’ partnership. “noax understood 
all of our needs and not just with the hardware, 
but also with construction and interface design. 
The operation, maintenance, and support also 

fulfilled all of our requirements”, explains Peter 
Kunimünch, Director of IT at Bell AG reguarding 
the selection of noax.

Hygiene takes priority

Bell keeps its focus on continuously fulfilling the 
highest demands for the quality of its products. 
“You cannot check quality, you have to produce 
it in order to put pleasure on the plate.” This 

is a motto that all employees of Bell AG have 
internalized. Quality production starts early: 
In order to bear the label “Swiss Guaranteed” 
the entire production process must take place 
in Switzerland. In addition, personal hygiene 

and hygienic working conditions are among 
the highest requirements. “Hygiene, stability, 
quality and a cooperative partnership with our 
suppliers are the most important criteria for us 
when selecting hardware“, emphasizes Peter 
Kunimünch. Since 2005, Bell has used noax IPCs 
for processing and shipping in the poultry and 
special meats areas of the Zell plant (Canton 
Lucerne) as well as for the processing of pork in 
the main plant in Basel. In Zell, 70,000 - 80,000 
chickens per day are slaughtered, carved and 
packaged. Bell can manage such quantities 
thanks to their latest technology, because the 
requirements for hygiene and traceability, and 
not to mention price pressure on the market, 
keep increasing. Since the start of the SAP/
MEAT_line project in 2007, only noax IPCs have 
been used for all production processes.

Stainless steel trumps all

softproviding’s special solution on the noax 
IPCs assists Bell’s employees with packaging, 
labeling, shipping and the documentation of the 
individual processing steps for traceability along 
the entire value creation chain, ‘from farm to 
fork’. All functions are available directly on the 
workstation, under the most hygienic conditions. 
The computers have a smooth housing of V2A 
stainless steel without grooves or cracks, where 
bacteria could accumulate. This makes noax IPCs 
in the Steel Series especially suited for use in 
the food industry. Thanks to the use of IPCs in 
production, Bell has increased its transparency 
and productivity. One example is packaging: the 
fresh meat is placed on plastic trays, weighed 
and heat-sealed. Electronic scales are connected 
to the IPC using a RS 232 standard-compliant 
serial interface. It processes the data, transmits 
it to the label printer and initiates the printing 

„Hygiene, stability, quality 
and a cooperative partnership 
with our suppliers are the 
most important criteria for us 
when selecting hardware“

noax Industrial PCs in the production of meat, poultry, and delicacy products at Bell AG

 High-tech delivers great taste

The noax Industrial PC controls order picking



of the labels. Also order picking: the noax IPCs 
show Bell’s employees whether the picked goods 
match the order. The computer is subjected to 
strong vibrations from the hoist and from the 
transport of the cartons – causing no problem 
for noax IPCs.

New computers in an old rack

Since the racks from the old solution are still 
usable, the challenge for Bell was to install the 
new noax IPCs in the same location. noax’s Panel 
Series was best suited for this, however – as Bell‘s 
IT professionals requested – the new installation 
was supposed to be with ten freely programm- 
able operating keys. The engineers at noax 
implemented this special development for the 
Swiss meat processor effortlessly. Just like the 
Steel Series, the Panel Series is also designed for 
use under strict hygienic requirements. The front 
of noax Panel PCs is made of V2A stainless steel 
and the rubber seals between the front plate and 
the TFT display ensure that the devices are easy  
to clean and disinfect: After each shift, the 
IPCs are cleaned with disinfecants and a high- 
pressure cleaner. Thanks to their completely 
sealed construction, according to the IP65 pro- 
tection class, noax IPCs withstand the daily 
cleaning without any problems and the inside of  
the computer is completely shielded from ex-
ternal influences. Neither water nor other liquids 
can enter the computer, guaranteeing more than 
just constant system availability; it also ensures 
that dangerous bacteria cannot get inside the 
housing. Another benefit of the completely sealed 
construction: since there is no air exchange, no 
condensation can form inside the housing. This 
could cause shorts and other problems, a point 
that counts especially during sausage production, 
because the humidity rises above 90 percent.

Freezing temperatures

The developers at noax have designed the Indus-
trial PCs without ventilation slots or complicated
exterior fans. They have only an internal fan, which 
directs the processor‘s heat out of the housing. 
A micro controller handles the climate ma- 
nagement. At Bell, the noax IPCs are used in 
temperature ranges between -20°C and 40°C. 
Therefore, it was especially important that the 
computers could do their work accurately at the 
lowest temperatures. For use in extreme mi- 
nus temperatures, an electronically-controlled 
heating system is optionally built into the noax 
devices. This way, they can be brought up to 
operating temperature within five minutes. 
Another plus is the analog resistive touchscreen. 
It reacts precisely to touch and is also easy to 
operate despite wearing protective gloves. Small 
buttons can be activated just as easily as big 
ones. On customer request, noax will also equip 

the Industrial PC with a special protective film 
that protects the touch panel against alkali and 
acidic substances. 

Partial goal achieved

By the middle of 2011, Bell had acquired more 
than 400 noax IPCs. The only machines used are 
models from the Panel and Steel Series with 15” 
monitors. These devices 
control a multitude of 
different processes: order 
picking, the processing 
of trucks, documentation 
of the flow of goods for the traceability of 
products, and the printing of packaging labels. 
Since the acquisition of the first Industrial PCs 
from Ebersberg (Germany), there have been 
zero noteworthy failures or faults – a big plus 
for a large company like Bell, for which system 
stability is essential.

“Operation, maintenance, 
and support fulfill our 
requirements completely”

Bell AG is not just the Swiss market leader in terms of quantity, but also when measured by profit,  
increase in value, and return on investment. Bell AG achieves this thanks to its expertise, experience,  
and a corporate strategy that relies on performance and innovation. The noax Industrial PCs help as part 
of this strategy, for they allow the company to react flexibly to the needs of the market – so that  
Bell can continue to remain ahead.

Carving poses the greatest
requirements for hygiene

The noax IPC can be operated easily and precisely with protective gloves



Overview of Components

Hardware: 

 - Industrial PC Steel S15 
Industrial PC Panel P15

 - In-house developed noax 
all-in-one motherboard

 - Input: particularly robust touch panels

 - Bright, high-contrast TFT display

 - Protection class IP65

 - Completely sealed, without external fan 

Software:

 - Operating system: Windows XP

 -  Application programs: 
Industry solution sopro/MEAT_line, 
sopro/PROCESS_line by softproviding ag 

 

Bell AG 

Company Profile:  

As a subsidiary of the Swiss retailer Coop,  
Bell AG is by far the largest meat processor  
in Switzerland. With the product groups meat, 
delicacy, poultry, seafood and convenience,  
it employs about 3,500 people in six locations 
in Switzerland. Bell’s customers include  
familiar names such as Coop, Manor, Prodega 
and BP in wholesale and retail trade, 
McDonald’s, SV Group and Mövenpick in 
gastronomy and Nestlé, Hilcona and Unilever 
in the food industry.

More information online:
www.bell.ch

Requirements and Application  
 
Objectives: 

 Map and control production processes 
 in real-time

 Optimization of documentation for 
 traceability

 Automatic order processing during 
 order picking and shipping

 Display of the processing status in real-time   
 Increasing of product quality

 Continuous use of the industry solution 
 sorpo/MEAT_line

 
IPC Requirements:

 Use for meat processing

 Completely sealed construction in 
 accordance with protection class IP65

 Protection against spray water, cleansers,  
 and disinfectants

 Protection against shocks and vibrations

 Protection against cold, large temperature   
 fluctuations, high humidity

 Interfaces to various peripheral devices 
 such as bar code scanners and printers

 Easy, intuitive operation via touch 

 Bright, high-contrast touchscreen displays

 Maximum operational stability and  
 availability under extreme conditions 

 Professional support and service
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